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ABSTRACT:

A computer mode~ has been developed to predict the fuel
consumption of an automobile in response to changes in

vehicle design and traffic charactep£stics

0.1'

The structure

the mode Z a Zlows for data re lating to car body (drag
coefficient" vehicZe mass eta"),, engine (capacity" no" of
cylinders etc"),, gear bo.x (gear ratio" f'inal drive ratio..
etc,,).. load factor, and traf'j'ic characteristic (average
speed" nwnber oj' stops per km"" etc,,) to be input to the
mode Z This enah les the effect of vax"£ation oj' input
parameters on the energy ej'j'ic'iency to be as.r3essed.
The modeZ produces a var'iety oj' output in graphical as
well as tabular lom, The output~ it is hoped~ will
provick guidelines for policy-making by identifying areas
in which efforts should be concentrated"

Among the range of operational and design options evaluated
in thi.s study~ 'increas'ing load factor offers the greatest
reduction of about 60 percent, Other optiCY(l$ such as
reduction in vehicle weight~ the addition of a fifth
gear~ inrprovement.s in Jr.ag coefficient and higher tyre
inflation result in sav'ings of between 2 to 15 percent,
Smaller cars (in tems of engine capacity) and inrproved
traffic management offer significantly higher fuel sav'ing
potential of between 35-40 percent"
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INTRODUCTION
A computer model of automobile fuel consumption has been
developed to predict the fuel consumption of an automobile
in response to changes in vehicle design and traffic character istics,
The structure of th.8 model allows data
relating to car body (drag coefficient, vehicle
mass, etc.), engine (capacity, number of cylinders, etc.),
gear box (gear ratio, final drive ratio, etc.), load factor,
and traffic characteristics (in the form of a driving cycle)
to be input to the model. This enables the effect of variations
of input parameters on the energy efficiency to be assessed.

This facility is believed to be useful in the process of
setting priorities in fuel conservation program for automobiles
and can be used to predict the automobile fuel demand in the
future based on the estimates of various technological and
regulatory parameters"

STRUCTURE OF THE FUEL CONSUMPTION MODEL
The basic approach to modelling fuel consumption in automobiles
is based on Watson, Milkins and Marshall (1979)" The acceleration of a vehicle is considered to be constrained by the torque
available at the driving wheels, Tw ' given by
.. (1)

where

a, b, c and e are constants
rw
wheel rolling radius, m
Iv
vehicle inertia, kg
Cd

drag coefficient

Av

frontal area of the vehicle, m2

Pt

tyre pressure, kPa

M
a

=

vehicle mass, kg
road gradient, radians

g

gravitational acceleration rn/s 2

V

instantaneous vehicle speed, m/s

The wheel torque, Tw ' is related to the engine torque, Te , by
Equation 2 while the engine speed, N, is given by Equation 3

Te
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final drive ratio

where

gear ratio
final drive efficiency
transmission efficiency
engine inertia, kg m2

parasitic torque, N·m
The fuel flow rate is a function of the engine torque, engine
speed and other engine characteristics which determine its
thermal efficiency at that torque and speed. The fuel flow
rate is easily converted to the fuel consumed per' unit distance,
By determining the fuel consumed for each segment of a driving

cycle (where a segment represents a constant acceleration
section of the cycle), the fuel consumption can be determined
Q"T

e + n N +

ffi

id1e

m

and

FC

f
v.p

where

ID

fuel flow rate, kg/s

f

(4)
(5)

ID
= idle fuel flow rate, kg/s
id1e
Fe = fuel consumption, m3 jrn
P

~ density of the fuel (kg/m 3)

o and n are functions of the engine
The fuel consumption can be easily converted to .Q.jl00 km or miles
per gallon,

DETAILED MODEL DESCRIPTION
The detailed structure of the fuel consumption model is described
below and shown in Figure 1
Vehicle Characteristics Inputs
Vehicle specifications are input in five separate data files
These are
BODY.DAT

This file inputs general information about the
vehicle and contains

drag coefficient
vehicle height, m
ground clearance, m
maximum vehicle width, m
passenger' capacity, number
ker'bside weight, kg
fuel tank capacity, m3
wheel rolling diameter, m
tyre pressure, kPa
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INPUT LOAD CHARACTERISTICS
INPUT VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
INPUT DRIVING CYCLE
INITIALISE TOTAL FUEL
USED AND DISTANCE TRAVELLED
DO UNTIL DRIVING CYCLE
COMPLETE
INPUT CYCLE SEGMENT
DETAILS

IS
VEHICLE
SIATIONARY"

'YES""""'-

NO
SELECT GEARS
CALL SUBROUTINE GRSIIK
DETERMINE GEAR RATIO &
EFFICIENCY
CALL SUBROU'IINE RAIEFF
CALCU1.ATE
VEHICLE & ENGINE INERIIA
WHEEL IORQUE

I

ENGINE TORQUE & ENGINE SPEED
DETERMINE FUEL FLOW RATE
. CALL SUBROUIINE FLWSUB
DETERMINE FUEL USED DURING
SEGMENT

YES

CALCULATE
FUEl CONSUMPIION
FOR CYCLE
OUTPUT -

Figure 1

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Structure of the Fuel Consumption Model
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adopted these cycles for Australian tests,

Rule, AlIen and

Kent (1976) developed the Sydney dr i ving cycle"

In this

study, the Highway cycle and the Sydney cycle are taken as
representative of the Australian conditions for non-urban
and urban dI'iving conditions, respectively. The driving cycles
specify an explicit velocity-time history to which vehicles
are expected to conform during the fuel consumption test.
Fo!' each second of the cycle, the vehicle speed is specified
to an accuracy of 0.1 km/hour
The velocity-time profiles of
the cycles used in this study ale shown in Figure 2,

To present the cycles for input to the program, the velocitytime curve is divided into segments of constant slope (or
acceleration),
There are four possible types of constant
acceleration segments - positive acceleration, negative acceleration, zero acceler at ion (cruise) and zero acceleration
(idle) , These are shown in Figure 3
Four pieces of information are required for each constant acceleration segment. These are vehicle speeds at the beginning
and end of the segment, the time taken and the grade of the road,
To keep computer time within reasonable limits, minor speed
fluctuations are ignored when segmenting the velocity-time
curve
Major Subroutines Used in the Model
Gearshifting - GRSTIK The logic used in this subroutine
is shown as a decision tree in Figure 4. The basic
assumption in the operation of the gearbox is that
the vehicle will change gears at specified speeds.
If the vehicle has positive acceleration, the routine
determines whether the segment can be completed without changing up a gear.
If not, the segment is
split into subsegments and the fuel consumption is
calculated for each gear used. If the vehicle has
constant non-zero speed for the segment, no gear
change is required
If it is decelerating due to
traffic conditions, again no gear change is made.
However, if the deceleration is because of a positive
gradient, a gear change may be necessary"
Gear ratio and gear efficien~=_RAT~!~ This subroutine
determines the gear ratio and gear efficiency corTesponding to the gear selected by GRSTIK, Gear
ratio and gearbox efficiencies are those used by
Watson and Goldsworthy (1978)
TheI i'low rate - FLWSUB The thermal efficiency of an engine
at a particular value of engine torque and engine
speed depends on parameters such as engine capacity
and configuration, compression ratio and carburretion"
The common method of expressing the efi'iciency of
an engine is by a plotting contours of efficiency
on engine torque - engine speed axes. To input this
information into the model requires some simplification
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CRUISE
VELOCITY

ACCELERATION

ZeIO
Acceleration

Positive
Acceleration

DECELERATION

Negative
Acceleration

IDLE
TIME
Figure 3

Constant Acceleration Segments

The method adopted was to place a grid over the contours, and
at each intersection on the grid, the fuel flow rate was deter~
mined
Hence for a range of torque-speed combinations, fuel
flow rates are known.
Unfortunately a torque-speed-efficiency
plot can only be obtained from a dynamometer test, the equipment for which was not available for this study
Only two
examples were found, one for a 1272 cm 3 engine, and the other
3
for a 4100 em engine.
Therefore the model at present has information for only two sizes of engines,
It is recognised that
the gathering of further information in this area would vastly
improve the model's effectiveness
Steps in Calculating Fuel Consumption
Vehicle and engine inertia Although vehicle inertia is more
accurately given by Lamb (1914) as
M + n
where M
m
K
w

(1 + K2 )
r
w

mass of car minus wheels, kg
number of wheels

n

r

2

ID

~

mass of each wheel, kg
radius of gyr ation of the wheels, m
radius of the wheel, m

the model assumes that the vehicle inertia is equal
to the vehicle mass because of the relatively minor
difference between the two
Similarly, the engine
inertia is assumed to have a small, non-varying value
Wheel torque The wheel torque is obtained as the product
of the wheel radius and the sum of the fou! forces
acting on the vehicle.
These are the inertia force,
aerodynamic drag, tyre drag and the gradient force
This leads to Equation (1)
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Engin~_torque and~.!!gine~ed

using Equation 2 and 3.

These are calculated by
The final drive efficiency

is given by Watson (1981) as

o

089 + 0.871

(8)

The transmission efficiency is given by Watson and
Goldsworthy (1978) as
(9)

where

ngb

=

gearbox efficiency

The parasitic torque is calculated by adding the
torque due to various accessories.
This is given in
Equation (10) which is due to Kent et al (1981)

T

P

where

T
T
T

T

fp

fp

a1t

ps

Tf

+ T

alt

+ T

ps + Tt

. (10)

18+ 200 EC
+ 2 to 4
1. 5 + 0 0013 M

0 . 002 N

Fuel consumption The fuel flow for each segment of the
driving cycle is obtained by using the subroutine

FLWSUB, which is converted to fuel consumption by
using Equation (5).
These are added up to give the
fuel consumption for the whole cycle

The fuel consumption is calculated in three different units:
2./100 km, miles per gallon, and 2./100 pass. km,
Both tabular
and graphical output is available as will be shown in the next
section

MODEL SIMULATIONS
The usefulness of a simulation model is the ability to conduct
experiments with a view to evaluating the effect of a designated
policy by simply varying any number of input parameters
This
facility is used in this study to evaluate the following options
related to vehicle and traffic improvement. The vehicle parameter values used as datumsin the simulation run are given
in Table 1
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TABLE 1
Datum values used in model simulations

Parameter

Value

drag coefficient

0 .45
~~---

frontal area

f---

2. 16 m2

---

kerbside weight

1200 kg

fuel tank capacity

5o,

tyre pressure

150 kPa

passenger capacity

5 people

wheel diameter

0 6 m

engine capacity

4100 cm'

-

---

f-

maximum engine torque

--

1st gear ratio

f--

2nd gear ratio

175 N. m
3 181
1 823

3rd gear ratio
f-.
4.th gear ratio

1.300

-~-

1.000

t--------

5th gear ratio

1 000

._--- t---------4 384
-- t---

final d.rive ratio

r----

loadfacto.I'

0 2

Aerodynamic Drag
Streamlining the vehicle shape has been seen as one method of
reducing fuel consumption in automobiles.
The vehicle parameters which influence aerodynamic drag are the drag coeffic-

ient and the frontal area

Because of the interpendency of

these factors, the effect of changes in the product of drag
coefficient (Cd) and the frontal area (Av) has been examined
The average value of this product for European eaT'S is 0.855 m2
but a figure as low as 0 6 m 2 has been attained on a MercedesBenz test car"
The fuel consumption for both the Highway
cycle and Sydney cycle with variations in aerodynamic drag are
given in Table 2,
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TABLE 2
Effect of Aerodynamic Drag on Fuel Consumption

Cd

(m 2 )

Av

Fuel Consumption '/100 km

[sYdney

Cycle

Highway Cycle

O. 6

13 92

8 95

0 7
0 8

14 18

9 00

14 21
14 36

9 .19

0 9
1 0

14. 46

9 ..65

,

9 28

The results show that the effect of reduction in aerodynamic
drag is more significant in non-urban driving conditions,
The
improvement in fuel consumption is about 7,5 percent for a
decrease in Cd"A v from 1 0 m2 to 0 6 m2 for the Highway cycle
The corresponding saving for the Sydney cycle is less than 4
percent
This is not unexpected since the effect of aerodynamic
drag is proportional to the square of vehicle speed"
Vehicle Weight
Reduction in vehicle weight can reduce fuel consumption appreciably,
This effect is analysed by using the fuel consumption
model
Vehicle weight is varied between 800 and 1500 kg and
fuel consumption was determined for both the urban and highway
driving conditions, The results are given in Table 3

TABLE 3
Effect of Vehicle Weight on Fuel Consumption

Kerbside Weight

Fuel Consumption (Q/IOO km)

(kg)

------,--Sydney' Cycle

800
900

Highway Cycle

12. 92

8. 80

13 49
13 80

9. 09

14 .02
14 .46

9 31
9 64

1400

14 66
15 01

9 75
9 83

1500

15 18

9 88

1000
1100
1200
1300

--------
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The results show that if the kerbside weight was reduced from
1500 kg to 800 kg, improvement of 15 percent on the Sydney
cycle and 11 percent on the Highway cycle can be obtained,
In urban driving, the improvement results f:rom a reduction in
vehicle inertia as there is a large percentage of time spent
in accelerating and inertia forces are significant,
The improvement in non-urban driving is due to a reduction in tyre
drag which is a function of the vehicle weight and the square
of the vehicle speed,
It may be pointed Qut here that the urban
driving cycle has a mean acceleration of 0.78 m/5 2 while the
corresponding value for the highway cycle is 0 26 m/5 2 .
(Watson
et, al., 1979)
The engine size for both experiments is as given
in Table 1,
Tyre Pressure
One of the factors in reducing fuel consumption in automobiles
is correct inflation of tyres
The purpose is to reduce tyre
drag which is inversely proportional to the tyre pressure.
The effect of varying the tyre pressure from 100 kPa to 200 kPa
is shown in Table 4,
TABLE 4

Effect o~e Pressure on Fuel Consumption

---------------Tyre Pressure
kPa

-------------------~
Fuel Consumption (~/100 km)

----

Sydney Cycle
1----10-0-------+-------1-4-.-5.-1-

--,-------Highway Cycle
I

I

9 82
74

125

14 50

9

150

14 46

9.64

175

14 34

9.48

200

14.18

9.40

The reduction in fuel consumption over this range (100 kPa 200 kPa) is 2 percent for the Sydney cycle and 5 percent for
the Highway cycle.
More significant improvement for the highway
cycle is due to the fact that tyre drag is proportional to the
square of the vehicle speed,
Load Factor
Work trips account for a large proportion of the total fuel bill
These tr ips are usually carr ied out during the morning- and afternoon peak periods in congested traffic conditions and very low
load factor,
Improvements in work trip patterns can result in
significant fuel savings.
Car pooling is aimed at achieving this
by increasing the load factor of work trips. The claimed benefits
from increasing load factor are two-fold"
Firstly it is obviously more efficient to car I'Y four people in one car than in four
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separate cars,
A secondary saving in fuel consumption results
due to improvement in traffic flow and increase in average
vehicle speed because of fewer vehicles on the road.
The effect
studied in this experiment is that of increasing the load factor
(Table 5),
The traffic improvement effects are examined
separately,

TABLE 5
Effect of Load Factor on Fuel Consumption

,-

I

Load Factor

r-

Fuel Consumption Cl /100 pass
Sydney Cycle

I

0 2
0 4

14 46

0 6
0 8

4 89
3 76

1. 0

3 03

7 29

km)

Highway Cycle

9 .64
4 87
3 28
2 46
1 98

The figures shown in Table 5 have little relevance as far as
the highway cycle is concerned,
Firstly, for non-urban dr iving,
the ave:rage load factor is already high.
Secondly, the potential fo:r increasing the load factor in this area is negligible"
The model pxedicts a reduction in fuel usage of just under 80
percent fox work-trips if full potential of car pooling could
be realised
Final Gear Ratio
Previously found only in high performan~e vehicles, a fifth or
overdrive gear is now being incorporated in an increasing
proportion of passenger vehicles
The fourth gear on most cars
has a ratio of 1.0,
The fifth gear ratio is approximately 0 .. 7.
It is usually not possible to use the fifth gear in normal urban
driving.
However, when vehicle speeds are high, the selection
of the fifth gear reduces engine speed and hence fuel conSUffition
This is shown in Table 6.
It is assumed that there are
no losses due to the increased frequency of gear changing

TABLE 6
Effect .of Fifth Gear on Fuel Consumption

Final Gear Ratio

Fuel Consllnlption (2/100 km)
Sydney Cycle

1 0

o.

15 18
15. 11

7

396
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It is obvious that whereas a fuel saving of about 15 percent
is achieved by using the fifth gear in highway dr iving, the
savings in urban driving are negligible
Engine Size
Motor vehicle registration figures produced by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics show a trend towards smaller cars
This
is in line with the increasing consciousness of the energy
situation. The effect of engine size on fuel consumption has
been simulated using the fuel consumption model and is summarized in Table 7"

TABLE 7
Effect of Engine Capacity on Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption, '/100 km

Engine Size

cm 3

Sydney Cycle

Highway Cycle

1272

8 6

6 1

4100

15 0

9 8

It can be seen that a smaller car with a 1272 cm 3 engine
achieves a reduction in fuel consumption of about 40 percent
compared to a car with a larger engine of 4100 cm 3
This
improvement is slightly higher for the urban cycle than for the
highway cycle,
Vehicle weight for both experiments is as given
in Table 1; therefore, the savings are conservative
Traffic Conditions
By improving traffic flow in urban areas, traffic engineers can
contribute to fuel conservation
Tfie near free flow conditions
on the highways and infrequent stops result in much lower fuel
consumption for highway driving than for urban driving,
This
is shown in Table 8,

TABLE 8
Effect of Driving Conditions on Fuel Consumption

E

Fuel Consumption, Q/IOO km

------if----

Ydney cycle

15 0

Highway cycle

9 8

Thus, there could be a reduction of about 35 percent in fuel
consumption if urban driving could be improved to correspond
to the highway pattern
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A significant factor in achieving fuel economy on urban roads
is to reduce the number of stops. Various traffic management
policies can be devised to contI ibute to this objective
A
traffic simulation model has therefore been developed in a
companion study to estimate the effect of designated traffic
management policies on the average delay and the probability
of stopping at a signalised intersection. This will be linked
to the fuel consumption model described in this study to enable
the energy saving potential of traffic management policies to

be estimated

This work is in progress

The results of experiments described above are shown in
Figure 5"

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The model has been used to indicate the magnitude of fuel
consumption changes which might result from changes in some
vehicle design and traffic characteristics,
A summary of the
results obtained is given in Table 9

TABLE 9
Summary of the Effects of Some Fuel Conservation Options

% Reduction in
Fuel Conswnpt ion

Change

-

Parameter alt ered

Variable j-. From
AerOdynamic d rag

Sydney

To

Highway

Cycle.

Cvcle
7. 5

1 0

0 6

4

M

1500

800

15

11

Final gear ra tio

R

1 0

0 7

-

15

Tyre inflatio n,
kPa

Pt

100

200

2

5

Load factor

a

0.2

1

80

-

Engine size, cm 3

EC

4100

1272

43

38

Sydney

High-

-

35

Vehicle weigh t,
kg

Traffic condi tion

Cd Av

g

cycle

way

The establishment of any fuel conservation policy requires
expenditure of time, money, and energy"
One must be sure,
therefore, that the fuel savings exceed the implementation
costs,
The following paragraphs discuss the practicality of
the various schemes,
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Increasing load factor, obviously, offers the greatest
potential as a fuel conservation measure
Savings of up to
80 percent are shown to be possible with full occupancy,
This
does not even consider the added advantage of less congested
traffic flow,
Unfortunately, of all the fuel conservation
policies, it is perhaps the most difficult to achieve.
Scheiner and Keiper (1976) found that of the various car pool.:.
ing projects in the United States, 15 percent were very
effective, 20 percent were moderately effective and 65 percent
were not very effective at all
This happened in spite of the
many incentives for car pooling and disincentives for solo
drivers,
In fact, a significant change in public attitudes is
required before car pooling can be considered as viable
Vehicle Size Reduction
Reduction in vehicle size is an option that the car buying
public has already accepted,
However, there always will be
need for some large cars either for space or power requirements
One alternative is to reduce vehicle weight without compromising size" This is beneficial since reducing weight results
in more significant fuel savings in urban dr iving which is so
energy inefficient. Moreover, it can be introduced sublimin-_
ously since no attitudinal change is required for its acceptance
The disadvantage of this policy is that the production of
lighter materials is highly energy intensive.
Christ (1980)
has found that a vehicle has to be driven between 100 and 150
thousand kilometers before the increase in energy for lightweight material production will be balanced by the fuel savings
gained by the reduced vehicle weight
He observed that while
only 9 kW of energy is required to produce a kilogram of steel,
30-50 kW is required for a kilogram of aluminium and 80 kW for
a kilogram of magnesium.
A great deal of development is
required but plastics offer the greatest potential for weight
saving
It is recognised that the form of energy used in
light weight production is electricity and not petroleum
Aerodynamic Drag
Great efforts have been expended recently to reduce aerodynamic
drag in passenger vehicles. According to the results obtained
by using the fuel consumption model; however, the savings from
this improvement appear to be limited especially for urban
driving where most motor fuel is expended.
A further disadvantage of reducing aerodynamic drag was noted by Christ
(1980).
He observed that improvements in drag coefficient
generally led to reduced passenger safety
Visibility may be
reduced through sloping windscreens and smaller exterior mirror,
The vehicle handling may be compromised through a narrower
track width,
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Fifth

G~

The inclusion of the fifth gear in all passenger vehicle gearboxes would also appear to have limited potential" It is
particularly effective in highway driving but offers virtually
no savings in urban driving.
For the high percentage of
drivers, who spend most of their time in urban driving, the
additional cost of the overdrive gear may be a dubious investment

Tyre Pressure
Cor rect tyre inflation does reduce fuel consumpt ion,
Al though
savings of 10 percent or more have been suggested, the fuel
consumption model shows the savings to be only about 5 percent,
It is nonetheless a useful measure to reduce fuel consumption
in view of no cost involvement
Traffic Management
Improvement in urban traffic flow offers a significant
potential for reducing fuel consumption.
Although savings up
to 35 percent are possible, specific effect of designated
traffic improvement measures has not been investigated here.
In a companion study, the effect of alternative traffic management policies on vehicle delay and the probability of stopping
at a signalised intersection is being evaluated. This would
be liriked to the fuel consumption model discussed in this study
to determine the fuel savings that are likely to result from
specific policies
In summary, the usefulness of the fuel consumption model in
evaluating the effect of the various fuel conservation options
has been demonstrated,
The model needs further refinement in
certain ar eas, the most important being the calculat ion of fuel
flow rate for any engine size and configuration for all values
of engine torque and engine speed. Furthermore, the model needs
to be linked to the traffic simulation model which is being
developed in a parallel study.
This will enable the evaluation
of specific traffic improvement policies with the objective of
fuel conservation in automobiles
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